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Winter at the Alisal is a special time 
of year. The mornings are crisp, the 
afternoons generally mild, and the pace 
is a bit more relaxed than the hectic 
summer season. To many regulars, 
winter at the Ranch is their favorite time 
of year with plenty of activities and a little 
more elbow room to enjoy them. 

For the youngin’s this winter, there are 
a couple new programs. Animal lovers 
(six-years of age and up) can sign up for 
Lil Ranchers, a hands-on educational 
program that lets kids get to know the 
barnyard animals better and learn how 
to care for them, feed them and see 
what the ranching life is all about. For 
the young and young-at-heart, we also 
offer Slime Time, where we provide all 
the ingredients so that slime lovers can 
create colorful goo, play with it and then 
take with them. There are also organized 
scavenger hunts, candle making classes, 
and much more, to keep even the most 
active youngsters busy and happy. 

If getting out on the greens, or getting 
into nature is your thing, our winter 
schedule is full of options that will 
please. We offer a fun disc golf course 
and instruction, as well as 18-holes 
of challenging traditional golf on our 
Ranch Course. For nature lovers, be 
sure to check out our popular evening 
nature walk called Owl Prowl, where 
our naturalist takes a group out to see 
what’s up, when the sun goes down. 

Of course, horse lovers and those 
who would like to learn more about our 
equine friends, always have a whole host 
of great options at the Ranch. For the 
adventurous types with a hankering to 
explore the hills above the Ranch, there 
is a new Scenic Half Day Picnic Ride, 
that includes a tasty lunch in a secluded 
spot. Another new offering this winter, 
are Private Group Trail Rides. Led by a 
wrangler, you and your posse of friends 
and family set out for a couple of hours 
on some of the Ranch’s favorite trails. 

In addition to riding activities there are 
also great opportunities to learn how to 
care for and communicate with horses. 
In our Manes & Tails program guests 
of all ages can learn to groom and lead 
horses. There are many other unique 
options for horsing around that you will 
find listed in our Winter Activities Guide 
available in-room or online.

Horseback riding isn’t the only popular 
riding at the Ranch. More guests 
every year are including a road bike 
adventure as part of their Alisal 
experience. The rolling hills, dotted 
with wineries and quaint villages, create 
the perfect backdrop for a guided bike 
excursion. If you want challenging 
exercise, our guide can take you on 
routes used by world-class cyclists. If 
leisurely site-seeing is more your speed, 
then stops at some local tasting rooms, a 
lavender farm and other scenic locations 
can easily be incorporated into your 
casual ride.

If fishing, boating, shooting or archery 
is on your vacation wish list, then your 
stay should surely include a trip up to 
the Alisal private lake. We have all the 
fishing equipment, a fleet of bass boats, 
experienced guides and plenty of open 
water waiting to help you cast away your 
cares. On the shore there are air rifle 
and archery ranges, to give you that little 
extra taste of the Wild West. 

Add in campfires, movie nights and even 
a brand new life size chess set (built by 
the pool area) and you see why winter 
at the Alisal gets a big “yee-ha” from 
families and friends lucky enough to visit 
at this special time of year.

THE HOTTEST ACTIVITIES THIS WINTER

View Winter Activity Guide 

https://alisal.com/play/ranch-activity-guidebooks/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter#main
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RIDING HIGH 
In the SADDLE 

How do you run a world-class 
resort that needs to stay current, 
but do it in a way that still honors 
the history and traditions that make 
the property so unique? That was 
the challenge facing Alisal General 
Manager, Kathleen Cochran, 
when she took over the reins at the 
Ranch two years ago. It didn’t take 
her long to find out guests at the 
Alisal were her greatest resource 
for understanding how important 
certain traditions were. “I have 
always had an open-door policy 
towards our extended Alisal family 
and when guests seek me out with 
suggestions, it helps me evolve the 
Ranch in the right direction. As a 
bonus I get to understand our guests 
better and they get to understand 
my vision for the Ranch as well,” 
says Cochran. Whatever the secret 
is, the last two years have seen 
more guests and groups than ever 

coming to the Ranch. The recent 
success has allowed for continued 
renovation and refreshment of the 
guest lodgings and investment into 
the recreation areas. As an example, 
the horsemanship program added 

over 40 new horses to the herd. The 
younger horses and the old favorites 
help meet the needs of riders of all 
skill levels. Also, in the past two 
years, some great new hires have 
helped breathe new energy and 
expertise into the Ranch’s food 

and beverage team. The result has 
been a new emphasis on using 
the freshest local ingredients and 
finding more efficient ways to seat 
and serve guests, so food can be 
deliciously cooked to order. 

One project on 
Kathleen’s to-do list, is 
honoring the traditional 
natural surroundings 
by incorporating more 
native drought tolerant 
plants into the Ranch’s 
landscaping. The natives 
are more consistent with 
the authentic Western 
feel and the natural look, 
fulfills the vision of one of 
the owners, Mrs. Jackson. 
The process of blending 
more natives with the 
current plantings has 
already begun. 

It’s been a great last two years and 
we encourage you to stop by, tip 
your hat and let Kathleen know 
how she can help make the Ranch 
even better. 

“I have always had 
an open-door policy 

towards our extended 
Alisal family...”  

ALISAL GM REFLECTS ON HER FIRST TWO YEARS
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His Horse Tale: Our featured horse is the one and 
only, Marmaduke, who arrived at the Alisal when he was 
just 2-1/2 years old. He was purchased from Gary and 
Lisa Novatt, a local family that resides on a neighboring 
ranch, and now at 16, has proven to be one of our most 
trusted and versatile horses.

This big, lovable boy is a Belgian draft cross and is the 
second biggest horse in our herd, weighing approximately 
1800 lbs! But don’t let his size fool you, he is a teddy 
bear and a jack-of-all-trades here at the ranch. He does 
it all, from taking our guests on our beautiful guided 
trail rides, to running barrels and sorting cattle in our 
Wednesday night Summer Rodeos. You will also find him 
wrangling in the herd, or just getting pampered in our 
new Manes and Tails program (his favorite!).

Some of his other favorite pastimes include: splashing 
in the water trough, being washed and brushed, and 
causing mischief in the barn with his many hidden 
talents! 

One of his “talents” includes untying himself and then 
all of his fellow horses in the corrals! If you ever want 
to find him, he’ll likely be in the front of our corral, 
attached to his “special collar” that we had made just 
for him to try and prevent the mayhem caused by our 
favorite boy. 

Be it on the trail, in the corral, or back at the arena, 
“Marmy” is sure to give you a great ride and show you 
that big guys know how to have fun! Thanks Marmaduke, 
for being you!!

HORSE TALES

We are pleased to highlight one of 
our star wranglers who has for the last 
six years, called the Alisal home. Jen 
Sorenson grew up in the Santa Ynez 
Valley and has been around horses, 
much of her life. Prior to becoming 
part of the Alisal family, she assisted 
a well-known equine veterinarian in 
the area. Jen loves being in nature 
and helping guests discover the 
beauty of the many Ranch trails. And 
when she is not out on a ride with 
special guests, you can find her on 
the tennis courts giving a few lessons 
here and there. Her favorite rides are 
out by the Alisal Lake, where wildlife 
and adventure seem to be around 
every corner. She loves bonding with 

the guests on her rides and recalls 
one special outing with a mother 
and her two elementary school-aged 
children. “We were in the middle of 
the ride and the young boy got a 
bloody nose. He didn’t want to make 
a fuss about it, but I handed him a 
handkerchief and it soon stopped. 
From that time on, we were buddies 
and he stopped by the barn to ‘say 
hi’ a few times before he and his 
family left.” Creating lasting Alisal 
memories is what Jen looks forward 
to providing all her riders. You will 
find Jen on one of her two horses, 
either Guinness or Chance. She will 
be mighty happy to make your ride, 
Alisal special. Thanks Jen!

FEATURED WRANGLER 
JENNIFER SORENSON

THIS MONTH’S FEATURED HORSE

Name: Marmaduke 

Breed: Belgian draft cross 

Color: Liver chestnut with flaxen mane & tail  

Age: 13 years old

View Horseback Rides 
& Programs 

Meet Our Previous 
Featured Horse 

https://alisal.com/horseback-riding/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
https://alisal.com/news/horse-tales/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
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Fresh, local and seasonal 
ingredients are the cornerstone of 
the Alisal menu. This winter, our 
Executive Chef, Anthony Endy, has 
plenty of treats in store for hungry 
cowpokes looking to fuel up after a 
day of Ranch excitement.  Some of 
the stars of the menu will be tasty 
root vegetables, winter squash, and 
hearty braised meats (such as lamb 
shank, prime beef rib roast and 
bison ribeye). For dessert, winter 
fruits such as apples and pears will 

be highlighted in some delectable 
options.  Whether it’s a tasty 
breakfast, a nutritious snack, or a 
mouthwatering dinner, vittles at the 
Ranch are mighty satisfying.

Winter Chicken Pot Pie
When the temperatures drop 
and the days get shorter there is 
a definite rise in the desire for 
comfort foods. This hearty and 
flavorful handcrafted Chicken Pot 
Pie is a seasonal favorite of Alisal’s 

Executive Chef Anthony Endy. 
The delicate crust is filled with 
black truffle butter, melted leeks, 
celery root, tender chunks of all-
natural chicken and delicious 
herb onion gravy. It is adorned 
with arugula and pomegranate 
garnish, then pair the dishes with 
a tasty glass of pinot noir. We have 
cellared a nice selection of micro-
production, local Jalama Cañon 
Ranch Pinot that would be the 
perfect selection to complete this 
tasty winter meal.

COOL WEATHER FAVORITES FROM THE KITCHEN

Executive Chef Anthony Endy 

SPIRIT SPOTLIGHT
CHEF’S CHOICE 
When the nights turn cool we have the perfect cocktail, sure to add 

to your warm Alisal memories. We call it Chef’s Choice. It starts with 

a blend of choice ingredients that include Buffalo Trade bourbon, 

Vida mezcal, flavorful brewed tea, apricot brandy and a hint of lemon. 

Served in a bucket glass over rocks and garnished with a lemon wheel, 

this drink is reminiscent of a hot toddy, only much cooler.

More about Dining at the Alisal  

https://alisal.com/dine/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter


RECIPE: Chicken Pot Pie
With Wild Mushrooms, Black Truffle Butter, Leeks, and Root Vegetables

Chicken:
• 3- 4lb Whole Roasted Chicken

Use your favorite roasted chicken. At the ranch, we lemon herb 
brine all natural jidori chicken.

Roast the brined chicken on the bone – then cool. De-bone 
Chicken and remove and discard skin. Dice Chicken meat into 
approximately ¾” cubes. Reserve the bones to make stock.

Vegetables:
• 1 lb Assorted Wild Mushrooms, cleaned, ½ (You choose the 

variety from King Oyster to Chanterelle, Morels, etc.)

• 3 Tbsp Blended Canola/Olive Oil

• ½ lb Thinly Sliced Leeks, White Part Only, thoroughly washed 
and cleaned

• ¼ lb Peeled and Diced Carrots

• ¼ lb Peeled and Diced Celery Root

• Salt and Pepper To taste

1. Properly clean the mushrooms to remove any dirt or grit. 
Trim the mushrooms into ½”-1” natural pieces and reserve.

2. Heat a large sauté pan over medium heat, add blended oil. 
Add the leeks and sauté for 5-6 minutes until translucent 
and tender. Add the remaining vegetables and salt and 
pepper-sauté for an additional 6-8 minutes until al dente 
tender. Then remove and reserve.  

Herb Onion Jus:

• ½ lb Butter

• 3 Tbsp Blended Oil

• 4 Cups Sliced White Onions

• 2 Cups All Purpose Flour

• 12 Cups Rich Chicken Stock, we use Homemade Stock

• Salt and Pepper to Taste 

• 2 tsp Fresh Thyme Leaves

• ¼ Cup Chopped Fresh Parsley Leaves

• 3 oz Black Truffle Peelings

1. In a heavy bottomed sauce pan over medium heat melt the 
butter and oil until liquefied. Add the onions and sauté for 
approximately 10 minutes until golden and translucent.

2. Add the flour, sprinkling it in, with a wooden spoon stir the 
flour and cook until light golden forming a roux. Make sure 
and cook the flour until all powder is absorbed into the roux.

3. Add the chicken stock, salt and pepper, and herbs. Bring 
it to a boil and whisk until the lumps of roux are dissolved. 
Using a blender puree the jus until emulsified and add the 
black truffle.

Assembling the Pot Pies:
• Your Favorite Savory Pie Dough, Our Pastry Chef Fernando 

makes ours.

• ½ lb Black Truffle Butter

• 1 egg scrambled for egg wash

• Maldon Sea Salt

Spray a casserole dish with oil spray. Mix the chicken and 
vegetables and fill the casserole dish to the fullest. Ladle 
onion herb jus over the filling half way up the sides. Top with 
tablespoons of truffle butter. Cover with pie dough over the sides 
of the dish, crimp the edges to seal, score the dough with a 
sharp knife, then brush egg wash on the pastry, and a sprinkle of 
maldon sea salt. Bake for approximately 25-30 minutes at 350 
degrees, until golden brown and bubbling.

View More Alisal Recipes  

https://alisal.com/tag/recipe/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter


If you’re a couple looking for 
a romantic setting to host an 
unforgettable wedding, then consider 
the 10,000 acres of possibilities 
that await when you exchange vows 
at the Alisal. One such lucky couple, 
Olivia Curran and Will Lynn, 
recently celebrated their love in a 
big way, with a dream wedding that 
encompassed three days of festivities 
in late April. Unique touches, like a 
welcome party that included a private 
rodeo and lavish Western barbecue, 
and a romantic hay-wagon ride to  
the ceremony, helped the couple  
show family and friends the time of 
their lives. The cocktail reception 

was held at the historic Adobe, 
the ceremony took place in our 
serene Sycamore Grove and the 
dinner reception gathered on the 
sprawling oval lawn. For the after-
party everyone moseyed over to 
the pool area and partied the 
night away. The couple booked  
the entire ranch for all their events 
and if you take a gander at their 
stunning video you can’t help but 
feel the love and get a heapin’ dose 
of inspiration.

DREAM  WEDDING
                            at the RANCH 

WINTER 2019

Watch Wedding Video  

Plan Your Wedding  

https://alisal.com/gather/weddings/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
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Tucked away in the hills above the 
Ranch is a shining jewel called the 
Alisal Lake. One-hundred acres in 
size, it holds up to 2,423 acre feet of 
water and it has been a centerpiece 
of activities at the Ranch since 1972. 
The Lake, in addition to holding a 
special place in Alisal history, also 
holds the distinction of being the last 
privately built dam in California. 

The earthen dam with concrete 
spillway was completed under the 

supervision of the Jackson family, who 
have owned the Ranch since 1943.

According to CJ Jackson, VP and 
Grandson of the founder of the 
Alisal Guest Ranch, Pete Jackson, 
the lake which dammed the Alisal 
Creek, was built for three purposes: 
to help water the cattle herd, irrigate 
the pastures, and most importantly 
for guests, as a center of recreation. 
When the lake was completed it 
was stocked with fish and the fishing 

has been great ever since. Over the 
years new ways to enjoy the lake 
were added. A large lake deck was 
built to host outdoor barbecues and 
events. A fleet of motorized bass 
boats, canoes, paddle-boats and 
most recently paddle boards were 
added to help guests explore the 
waters and shoreline. 

Also added over time were the 
popular air rifle and archery practice 
areas that draw families year-round. 

Just as guests are mighty thankful 
to have the lake, so are the many 
critters that call the area their home. 
On any given day your trip to the 
lake might earn you a peek at deer, 
coyotes, bald eagles and other 
wildlife enjoying the cool waters. 
A rare guest may even see a black 
bear taking a dip, or some of the 
Ranch’s prized heffer cattle knee 
deep nibbling on tulle reeds. 

The Lake has played a leading role 
in many important events, from 
saving lives and property as a fill-

up location for fire fighters working 
the giant Sherpa Fire in 2016, to 
a backdrop for many romantic 
marriage proposals on Proposal 
Point. Over the years the lake 

has risen and fallen with the local 
weather patterns, from a low of 
just 14% of capacity in 2015, to a 
healthy 90% of capacity today. 

So whether you ride out to the 
Lake by horse, hayride, shuttle, or 
mountain bike tour, the private Alisal 
Lake is waiting to help you make a bit 
of history that you will never forget.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING – ALISAL LAKE

Explore Lake Activities  

https://alisal.com/play/alisal-lake/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
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Round up your favorite gal pals and 
make plans to experience the ultimate 
girl-power getaway, as the Alisal 
unveils a brand-new, all-inclusive 
package, called Wine, Women and 
Wranglers. This four-day, three-night 
retreat is scheduled for May 7-10, 

2019. It is a chance to bond with 
friends, meet new friends, get to know 

our female wranglers and enjoy a 
vacation full of western adventures, 
gourmet dining and fine local wines. 

From the moment you arrive that 
first afternoon, you will be welcomed 
with a handcrafted leather name 
tag, and a wine reception, followed 
by a delicious barbecue hosted by 
one of the area’s top woman wine 
makers, Drea O’Connell. Here, you 
will get to know the lady wrangler 
who will be your guide during your 
stay. The following days will include a 
breakfast ride to our Historic Adobe 
Camp, a chance to try your hand 
at barrel racing and roping, line 
dancing lessons, tips on grooming 
and saddling a horse, cocktails 
and a sing-a-long under the stars, 
mouthwatering meals, and plenty of 

time for relaxing and enjoying the 
other activities available at the Alisal. 
On the final day, you will even have 
the opportunity to get in touch with 
your inner-cowgirl by helping the 
wranglers drive cattle back to the 
Ranch. You will be paired with a horse 
that fits your skill level and a wrangler 
who knows all the ins and outs of the 
Ranch. 

This event may be a ways off, but it 
will surely fill up faster than an empty 
wine glass in a tasting room. So sign 
up soon and enjoy the adventure of a 
lifetime. You can sign up for single or 
double occupancy and get all the rest 
of the details on our website under the 
packages tab, or by contacting our 
guest services team.

WINE, WOMEN  
& WRANGLERS  
Ladies, this is one rodeo you don’t want to miss!

ALISAL’S AGE DEFYING FACIAL
Whether your idea of a vacation is staying active, or just relaxing, a pampering addition 

to any Alisal stay is a visit to our Spa. From soothing massage options to rejuvenating 

facial treatments, we invite you to come on in and soothe away your cares. One of our 

most popular treatments is the Alisal’s Age Defying Facial. This facial is highlighted by 

a collagen peel-off mask made from a special blend of natural botanicals and powerful 

antioxidants designed to improve the texture and appearance of the skin. It’s a great 

way to firm, tone, nourish and boost cellular renewal to reduce visible signs of aging. 

This treatment will give you the supple refreshed complexion you are seeking. Safe for 

all skin types, the procedure takes 75 luxurious minutes. You’ll leave with a little extra 

giddy-up in your step and a glow on your cheeks.

FEATURED SPA TREATMENT

Book Your Spot  

https://alisal.com/www?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
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Everyone has their own unique story tell about their experience at the Ranch. 
If you want to share your favorite story or photos please send ‘em our way, we 
can’t get enough of them! Who knows, maybe you’ll be in the next issue of The 
Riders of the Alisal.

Send stories and photos to: Marketing@Alisal.com

Or just ping us on Social.                   

SHARE YOUR MEMORIES

1054 S. Alisal Rd. Solvang, CA 93463            Phone: (805) 688-6411            Toll-Free: (800) 4-ALISAL            

 Email: reservations@alisal.com            www.alisal.com

NEW BARNYARD CRITTERS WAITING TO WELCOME YOU
If you have never gotten up close to an 
alpaca, then stop by and get to know 
the newest additions to our barnyard 
menagerie. We have just adopted a 

pair of cute South American alpacas. 
The alpaca is a smaller, friendly version 
of a llama, with a soft silky fleece 
you will want to touch. In addition to 

these newcomers, we 
also have goats, a rare 
miniature Zebu cow, a 
giant tortoise, a herd of 
bunnies and a flock of 
chickens that includes 
exotic “Easter Eggers” 
that produce blue and 
green eggs. More than 
just a petting zoo, the 
Alisal barnyard is a 
place to learn about 
the animals, find out 
what they eat and even 
collect fresh eggs from 
our feathered friends. So 

when you’re at the Ranch, be sure to 
stop by and say “howdy” to our critters. 
They’ll be mighty glad to meet you.

A New Top Dog 
Running The Barnyard
Friendly and energetic doesn’t just 
describe the lovable animals in our 
barnyard, it also has been used to 
describe, David Uribe, the new head 
of our barnyard program. After joining 
the Alisal team just four months 
ago, David jumped in and started 
cleaning and freshening up the area, 
adding fun new animals and bringing 
some exciting interactive educational 
activities that have already received 
rave reviews. Prior to joining the Alisal, 
David had a long history with animal 

management and education working 
with the Department of Food and 
Agriculture and for over six-years as 
owner of a mobile petting zoo. Asked 
about his favorite part of working in the 
barnyard, David said, “seeing the looks 
on the faces of kids when they interact 
with the animals. It’s pure joy.” David 
can’t wait to bring new surprises to the 
barnyard and share them with you.

At the 
BARN 

More Fun For Kids  

https://alisal.com/play/for-kids/?utm_source=rota-mag&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=rota-2018-winter
mailto:marketing@alisal.com
https://twitter.com/Alisalranch
https://www.facebook.com/AlisalRanchResort
https://www.instagram.com/alisalguestranch/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcIqACeG-ZzHP5HWMmyrS2w
https://www.alisal.com
mailto:reservations@alisal.com



